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WHAT'S G EXPERIÈNCIA?
 

Gaudí Experiència is a cultural activity in Barcelona that offers a different
and unique way to learn about Gaudí and his work through state-of-the-

art technology. 
 

We offer an educational, cultural and fun activity adaptable to all school
levels and special needs of each group.

 
Our activities are accredited by an educational quality distinction called
"qualitat educativa", granted by the Council for Pedagocial Education of

Barcelona's City Hall.
 
 

VISITA GUIADA
PARK GÜELL
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Thanks to the visual effects,
sourrounding soud and moving seats,
students will discover first-hand Antoni
Gaudí's mains icons, and how nature
and legends inspired his creations.

In our cinema, students will merge
into the magical world of the
genius catalan architect Antoni
Gaudí, through audiovisual
experiences in 4D & AR.

4D & AUGMENTED
REALITY
PROJECTIONS

The projections start every 30 minutes
continuously, and the cinema has a
capacity for 70 seats, so that we can
accommodate two class groups at the
same time.



The interactive walls offer information
about Gaudí's life and work in 9
different languages: Catalan, Spanish,
French, English, German, Italian, Russian,
Japanese and Chinese.
Architectural work, decoration and
furniture, and projects not carried out,
are the three categories in which we
have classified Gaud's legacy.

In our interactive space,
equipped with large tactile walls,
unknown models and tablets
with games, takes place the
didactic part of the activity.

INTERACTIVE
WALLS & MODELS

The  content collected on the walls is
backed up by the Gaudí's Chair
(Polytechnical University of Catalonia).



Gaudí Experiència is located next
to one of the most important and
iconic works of Gaudí, named a
World Heritage Site in 1984: PARK
GÜELL. 

For this reason, one of our guided
activities includes the visit to both
spaces.

PARK GÜELL
GUIDED VISIT

Since 2020, access to the entire Park
Güell site is subject to payment, even
so, schools in the EU have at their
disposal 60 gratuities per school and
day, in certain time slots and upon
request.
This request must be made by the
school through the Park Güell official
website. However, from Gaudí
Experiència we will help you with
anything you need during the process.

The commented visits to Park Güell are
carried out by Official Guides of
Catalonia.



GAUDÍ'S UNIVERSE
Guided activity in 
Gaudí Experiència

1
GAUDÍ'S UNIVERSE

+ PARK GÜELL
Guided activity in 
Gaudí Experiència 

and Park Güell
 

2
VISIT ON YOUR OWN

Discover 
Gaudí Experiència 

at your pace
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TYPES OF VISIT
Gaudí Experiència offers 3 types of visit. We also organize personalized

options to adapt our activities to the needs of each group. Ask us!
 

Our activities are accredited by an educational quality distinction called
"qualitat educativa", granted by the Council for Pedagocial Education of

Barcelona's City Hall.
 



GAUDÍ'S UNIVERSE
 

1.

Audiovisual projection that presents Gaudí's most important buildings.
Guided activity and interaction with the tactile walls to discover Gaudí's architectural
work and decoration of its buildings.
Observation of models to understand some works, such as the Attraction hotel, which the
architect designed on the island of Manhattan, in New York, and Park Güell.
Identification of the elements that Gaudí used to represent in his works.

GUIDED ACTIVITY
Content and duration of the explanations adaptable to the school level and/or needs of
each group.

INCLUDES: 4D & RA Audiovisual + guided activity in our interactive
area (tactile walls and models) 

DURATION: 45 minutes 

ORGANIZATION: 20 to 30 students per group

CAT/SP  
9,00€ per person

ENG/FR  
7,00€ per person +
144€ guide per group

1 free chaperone every
10 students

¿WOULD YOU LIKE TO VISIT PARK GÜELL?
Park Güell offers 60 free admissions per school and day, information and
reservations on the official website www.parkguell.cat. For those groups that cannot
benefit from the free program, we can purchase Park tickets for you. Ask us!



Park Güell offers 60 free admissions per school and day, information and
reservations on the official website www.parkguell.cat. For those groups that
cannot benefit from the free program, we can purchase Park tickets for you. Ask us!

Audiovisual projection that presents Gaudí's most important buildings.
Guided activity and interaction with the tactile walls to discover Gaudí's architectural work
and decoration of its buildings.
Observation of models to understand some works, such as the Attraction hotel, which the
architect designed on the island of Manhattan, in New York, and Park Güell.
Identification of the elements that Gaudí used to represent in his works.
Park Güell guided tour.
Identification of the shapes observed in the projection during the visit to Park Güell.
Analysis of the materials and techniques used for decorative elements.

GUIDED ACTIVITY
Content and duration of the explanations adaptable to the school level and/or needs of each
group.

INCLUDES: 4D & RA Audiovisual + guided activity in our interactive
area (tactile walls and models) + Park Güell guided tour

DURATION: 1h45 approximately

ORGANIZATION: 20 to 30 students per group - 50 euros extra cost 
 for less than 20 people groups. 

CAT/SP  
11,00€ per person

ENG/FR  
8,00€ per person +
144 € guide per group 

 
2. GAUDÍ'S UNIVERSE + PARK GÜELL

Park Güell admission not
incluided

1 free chaperone every 
10 students



Audiovisual projection that presents Gaudí's most important buildings.
Interaction with the tactile walls to discover Gaudí's architectural work and
decoration of its buildings.
Observation of models to understand some works, such as the Attraction hotel,
which the architect designed on the island of Manhattan, in New York, and Park
Güell.
Handling of tablets with games about Gaudí's creative universe.

DISCOVER G EXPERIÈNCIA AT YOUR PACE
Content:

School rate
7,00€ per person

 
3. VISIT ON YOUR OWN

INCLUDES: 4D & AR Audiovisual + visit the exhibiion area at your pace
(tactile walls, models and kid's games area)

SUGGESTED DURATION: 45 - 60 minutes: 20 mins audiovisual show +
free time in the exhibition area

1 free chaperone every
10 students

¿WOULD YOU LIKE TO VISIT PARK GÜELL?
Park Güell offers 60 free admissions per school and day, information and
reservations on the official website www.parkguell.cat. For those groups that cannot
benefit from the free program and are interested in doing both activities, we offer a
combined tocket G Experiència + Park Güell. Ask us!



HOW TO GET HERE?
Metro: L3 Lesseps - L4 Joanic
Bus: 24 - H6 - D40 - 116

Coach: park* in the Park Güell coach parking and come on foot
(10-15' itinerary marked in green, includes stairs).

*It is necessary to book the parking on the Park Güell official website. The cost of the service is
€18.00 for 90 minutes.

OPENING HOURS
April - October: 10am to 6.30pm
November - March: 10am to 5pm

*Last audiovisual show starts 30 minutes before closing. Opening hours may change,
please verify the updated openng hours at the offical website www.gaudiexperiencia.com.

To visit us at other times, please contact us.



INFORMATION & BOOKING
monday to friday 9.30am to 5pm

info@gaudiexperiencia.com
932 854 440


